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Video 1 - Course Introduction
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Who is the course for?
- Designers
- Project Managers
- Site Managers

- Engineers
- Climbers
- Riggers
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Why is it important?
- Reduces the likelihood of accident & injury
- Helps businesses comply with the law
- Saves costs arising from a dropped object
incident
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The course is split into 3 sections:

1

What is a dropped
object?

2

What is the risk of
dropped objects?

3

How is the dropped
object risk controlled?
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Video 2 - What is a Dropped Object?
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Deﬁnition
A dropped object is deﬁned as any object that falls
from its previous position.
This covers all items, materials or objects of any
mass and density.
It is important to recognise that the dropped object
hazard is present in most environments within the
telecommunications industry.
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Classiﬁcation
Static

Dynamic

Any object that falls from

Any object that falls from

its own weight.

an obvious applied force.

its previous position under

its previous position due to
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Examples of dropped object risks
Example 1
A common dropped object risk
could be any unnecessary or
redundant equipment or
materials left at height.
This could include equipment
accidentally left behind after a job,
such as nuts, washers and bolts.
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Examples of dropped object risks
Example 2
This antenna weighing approximately
30 kilograms fell 25 metres from a
tower and penetrated a cabin roof
10m away. In this instance nobody
was injured.
Although high winds acted on the
antenna, the antenna is considered a
static dropped object.
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Examples of dropped object risks
Example 3
There is always dropped object risk when
working with equipment at height. Whether
thats tools the climber has in their bag, or
additional equipment such as a radio.
In this incident a 7 kilogram pull-lift was
dropped from 250 metres and hit a pitched
tile roof 7 metres away from the mast.
As the pull-lift was being handled at height
by a rigger when dropped this was classiﬁed
as a dynamic dropped object.
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Examples of dropped object risks
Example 4
In this example a long length of 5 inch
feeder weighing 800kg was dropped due to
failure of the lifting stockings.
The dropped feeder snaked within the mast
cylinder and pinned a climbers leg against
steelwork which resulted in a broken ankle.
This was a dynamic dropped object as the
feeder was being lifted at the time of the
failure.
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Examples of dropped object risks
Example 5
It is important to remember that dropped objects are not just restricted to masts and towers.
In fact, there is often an increased risk when
working on rooftop sites due to them being in
busy, urban areas.
This 300 gram U-bolt was dropped from 28
metres by a rigger working on a rooftop
antenna pole.
The object hit a vehicle and luckily no-one was
injured.
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Causes of dropped objects
The causes of dropped objects are varied
and complex. Often there can be multiple
causes to any one event.
In general we can classify causes as:

Behaviour &
Cultural

or

Speciﬁc
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Behaviour &
Cultural
A high level of awareness and engagement in relation to dropped objects will have the
biggest impact on preventing accidents.
Low levels of awareness and engagement (or a poor safety culture) will manifest itself in
poor behaviours.
Poor behaviours may include people ignoring the ‘Don’t Walk By’ principle, leaving
unsafe acts / conditions to continue unchallenged and unreported.
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Speciﬁc
We can categorise more speciﬁc causes for dropped object events as follows:
- Inadequate hazard and Risk Assessment

- Inappropriate procedures / Not following

- Inadequate inspection, repair and

- Tools and equipment which has been

- Redundant or Neglected equipment

- Poor housekeeping

- Overloading or Incorrect use of equipment

- Planning and operations miscalculations

- Inadequate design
maintenance

- Failed ﬁxtures and ﬁttings
and tools

procedures

Inadequately stored or secured

- Environmental conditions
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If we look at the example of the dropped antenna that
penetrated a cabin roof shown earlier.
This event could have occurred as a result of the
following causes:
-

Inadequate design
Overloading / Incorrect use of equipment / tools
Inappropriate procedures / Not following procedures
Poor installation standards
Inadequate inspection, repair and maintenance
Immediate causes
Failed ﬁxtures and ﬁttings
Corroded structures
Environmental conditions
Strong winds
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Video 3 - What is the risk of dropped objects?
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Consequences of dropped objects
Latest HSE statistics show that dropped or moving objects accounted for
around 10% of serious accidents reported under the Reporting of Injuries,
Diseases and Dangerous Occurrence Regulations and 9% of all fatalities
within the UK industry.
This makes dropped objects the third biggest cause of workplace fatalities
after falls from height.
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Consequences of dropped objects
Some of the consequences of dropped object incidents are:

Injuries and fatalities
Within the telecoms and broadcast industry, dropped objects
account for a signiﬁcant number of ‘High Potential Events’.

Equipment damage
Dropped Objects can cause damage to equipment,
property below as well as the equipment that has dropped.
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Consequences of dropped objects
Some of the consequences of dropped object incidents are:

Enforcement
Action may be taken by the Health and Safety Executive
or enforcing Authorities.

Reputational damage
Dropped objects are not good for business.
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Legislation places various duties on employers to manage the
risks associated with dropped objects.
The Health and Safety at Work Act places a duty on employers to e
nsure the health and safety of all those affected by act or omission.
The Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations places
duties on employers, the self-employed and those in control of premises to report speciﬁed workplace incidents.
The Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations places duties on people and
companies who own, operate or have control over lifting
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Legislation
However, The Work at Height Regulations speciﬁcally address the
issue of dropped objects, or as they refer to them, “falling objects”.

“Falling Objects”

This legislation requires that employers:
- Take suitable and reasonable steps to prevent the fall of any material or object.
- Take steps to prevent any persons being struck by any falling objects which may cause
injury.
- Ensure that no material or object is thrown or tipped from height where they could
cause injury.
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Calculating Risk
In order to understand the risk from dropped objects it is important to carry out a
Risk Assessment, which considers the risk of injury to people.

Severity

Likelihood
Likelihood of Injury

Severity of Injury

Rating Band

Risk

Action Required

1. Remote

1. No Injury

1 to 4

Minimal

Maintain Control Measures

10 to 16

Medium

Improve Control Measures

2. Unlikely

3. Probable

4. Most Likely

5. Highly Likely

2. Slight Injury

3. Lost Time Injury (RIDDOR)
4. Major Injury

5. Multiple Injuries or Death

Likelihood

x

5 to 9

17 to 25

Low

High

Review Control Measures

Improve Controls Immediately
and Consider Stopping Work

Severity = Risk
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Assessing Likelihood

Cone of Exposure

The DROPS ‘Cone of Exposure’ calculator helps
produce guidance on exclusion zones and drop zones
necessary in various scenarios.

Height

To quantify how likely it is that someone will be struck by
the dropped object, the risk assessor will determine
whether people could be in the Cone of Exposure.

Other factors which may increase the cone of exposure
include:
- Wind
- Object density
- Chance of ricochet

Distance
You can download a calculator
from dropsonline.org
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Assessing Severity
Once the likelihood of a dropped object has
been considered, we can then assess the
most likely severity of the injuries caused.
In this section we’ll look at two possible
models of assessing the severity or
consequences of injuries caused by a
dropped object.

Models

1
2

Dropped Object Consequence
Calculator

Dropped Object Joules
Calculator
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Dropped Object Consequence
Calculator

The calculator assumes people are
wearing correct PPE. Currently the
calculator only covers heights up to
100meters, so some assumptions have to
be made about consequences beyond
this.

Minor injury

Major injury

First Aid

100

Dropped Height (Metres)

The dropped object consequence
calculator, produced by DROPS helps
determine the likely consequences of an
object falling based on it’s height and
weight.

Fatality

10

1

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.6
0.5
Mass (kg)

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0
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100

Dropped Height (Metres)

Example 1
A 300 gram radio
dropped 40 metres,
would likely cause a
fatality if it struck
someone below.

Fatality

Minor injury

Major injury

First Aid

10

1

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.6
0.5
Mass (kg)

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0
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Example 2
A podger weighing
500 grams, dropped
from 20 metres, would
cause a major injury if
it struck someone
below.

Fatality

Minor injury

Major injury

First Aid

Dropped Height (Metres)

100

10

1

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.6
0.5
Mass (kg)

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0
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Dropped Object Joules
Calculator

An alternative method of determining the
possible consequence of a dropped object is
the Dropped Object Joules calculator which
involves calculating the fall energy.

40

joules = signiﬁcant injury

Any object achieving 40 joules or more is
likely to result in a signiﬁcant injury which may
need medical attention.

Fall Energy = Mass x Height x Gravitational Acceleration
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Dropped Object Joules
Calculator

If we look at the podger in the previous example
It’s weight is: 0.5 kg
Height is: 20m
The gravitational acceleration is always: 9.8m/s 2

40

joules = signiﬁcant injury

Fall Energy = Mass x Height x Gravitational Acceleration
98 (Joules) = 0.5

x

20

x 9.8

As this is over 40 joules it is likely to result in a signiﬁcant injury
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Quantifying the Risk
Looking at a real life scenario:
A climbing team is due to replace a number
of bolts on a mast at the 45 metre level.
There are a number of other people
undertaking work at ground level 10 metres
away from the mast.
The heaviest object that could be dropped
from the mast is a bolt weighing 300 grams.
What is the level of risk?

?
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Quantifying the Risk
Looking at a real life scenario:

Considering the DROPS cone of exposure
calculator the object could travel 12m away
from the mast and that is without any ricochet
or any other force acting upon it. The
likelihood of injury may be classed as
probable (3) although this may be extended to
highly likely (4) depending on the number of
people working on site.

A climbing team is due to replace a number
of bolts on a mast at the 45 metre level.

The heaviest object that could be dropped
from the mast is a bolt weighing 300 grams.

1. Remote

2. Unlikely

3. Probable

4. Most Likely

5. Highly Likely

45m

There are a number of other people
undertaking work at ground level 10 metres
away from the mast.

Cone of Exposure

What is the level of risk?
12m

You can download a calculator
from dropsonline.org
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Quantifying the Risk

As demonstrated by the DROPS calculator an
object weighing 300g falling from 45m is
likely to result in a fatality.
The mean the severity is 5 for multiple injuries
or death.

Looking at a real life scenario:

There are a number of other people
undertaking work at ground level 10 metres
away from the mast.
The heaviest object that could be dropped
from the mast is a bolt weighing 300 grams.
What is the level of risk?

Dropped Height (Metres)

A climbing team is due to replace a number
of bolts on a mast at the 45 metre level.

100

10

1

0.1

0.2

0.3

Fatality

0.4

0.6
0.5
Mass (kg)

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

Severity: 5 (Multiple Injuries or Death)
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Quantifying the Risk
Looking at a real life scenario:
A climbing team is due to replace a number
of bolts on a mast at the 45 metre level.
There are a number of other people
undertaking work at ground level 10 metres
away from the mast.

Now that we’ve established our likelihood and
severity values we can calculate the risk by
multiplying that together.

Likelihood

4

x
x

Severity = Risk

5

=

20

The result is 20 with puts us into the high risk
band.
Rating Band

Risk

The heaviest object that could be dropped
from the mast is a bolt weighing 300 grams.

1 to 4

Minimal

What is the level of risk?

10 to 16
17 to 25

Medium

5 to 9

Low

High

This means that we will have to implement
controls to make this work safe.
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Video 4 - Control Measures
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Purpose of controls
Controls are measures or barriers designed to break a speciﬁed
undesirable chain of events.
The function of a control is to: prevent the object from falling or to
reduce the consequences if it does.
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Purpose of controls
Swiss Cheese Model

Dropped
Object
Hazard

Dropped
Object

Continual
review

Procedural
barriers

Technical
barriers

People
barriers
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Purpose of controls

Layered Controls
Here are some speciﬁc examples
of layered controls.

Continual
Review
- Design Risk Assessment
- Reporting and Investigation
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Purpose of controls

Layered Controls
Here are some speciﬁc examples
of layered controls.

Technical
Barriers
- Reliable securing
- Tool tethering Guards and
nets
- Exclusion zones and drop
zones
- Personal Protective
Equipment
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Purpose of controls

Layered Controls
Here are some speciﬁc examples
of layered controls.

Procedural
Barriers
- Installation Standards
- Inspection and Planned
Preventive Maintenance
- Dropped Object surveys
- Hazard Hunts and Observations
- Post work checks
- Control of tools and equipment
at height
- Permits to work
42
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Purpose of controls

Layered Controls
Here are some speciﬁc examples
of layered controls.

People
Barriers
- Competent people
- Designated person
(to manage risks at site)
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Purpose of controls
Continual Review
- Design Risk Assessment
- Reporting and Investigation

Technical Barriers
- Reliable securing
- Tool tethering Guards and nets
- Exclusion zones and drop zones
- Personal Protective Equipment

Preventative Controls

Procedural Barriers
- Installation Standards
- Inspection and Planned Preventive
Maintenance
- Dropped Object surveys
- Hazard Hunts and Observations
- Post work checks
- Control of tools and equipment at height
- Permits to work

People Barriers
- Competent people
- Designated person (to manage risks at site)

Mitigating Controls
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Video 5 - Preventive Controls
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Design Risk Mitigation
Designers should take reasonable steps to
eliminate or minimise the dropped object
risk associated with their designs, wherever
possible.
For example:
- Equipment may be situated at ground
level instead of at height.
- The number of connections made at height
could be minimised, thus reducing the risk
of dropped tools or connectors.

Designers must also ensure that materials
with the right characteristics are selected,
not only to fulﬁl the objects function, but to
also prevent the object from becoming a
dropped object risk.
For example, designers must consider the
effects of galvanic corrosion if they use two
dissimilar metals in contact with each other.
This process may result in materials rusting
rapidly which can seriously affect the
integrity of connections.
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Primary Fixing, Secondary Retention
and Safety Securing
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Primary Fixing
Primary ﬁxings can be deﬁned as the main means of
connecting materials together.
In telecommunications, primary ﬁxings on structures
generally consist of standard bolted connections, but
consideration should be given to whether additional
measures are required.
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Secondary Retention
Designers including structural engineers should
ensure that secondary retention, such as locking nuts
and pal nuts, is considered where primary ﬁxings may
be
compromised through vibration, corrosion etc...
They should also consider safety securing as an
additional mitigating control where possible. If
antennas are provided with securing wires, they must
be used.
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Primary Fixing

Nuts, bolts, screws, clamps, pins, hinges etc.
Brackets, turnbuckles, welds etc.

Preventative
Controls

Secondary Retention

Safety pins, Lockwire Locking nuts, locking washers

Preventative
Controls

Safety Securing

Securing wire, connectors Nets and baskets,
safety chains

Mitigating
Controls
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Drops Survey
Site acquisition surveyors can also play a part in reducing
dropped object risk by considering the impact of dropped
objects on businesses, properties, highways etc… that may
be affected by activities, particularly works at height on
structures.

vey
r
u
S
s
Drop

On more high-risk sites, for example those where dropped
objects could impact members of the public, it may be
necessary to do a Dropped Object Survey.
These in-depth surveys are carried out on rigs in the oil and
gas sector and take a systematic approach to reduction of
the dropped object risk.
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Drops Survey
1. Identify

For each area, an inventory is prepared detailing and uniquely
referencing all equipment that is located, stored, held,
mounted, secured or used at height.

2. Assess Hazard
and Risk

The Primary fastening or retention method for each item is
recorded. Where additional or secondary retention is
employed, this is also noted.

3. Eliminate

Each item should be deemed as either essential or redundant.
Where there is no adverse impact, all redundant items and
equipment should be removed.
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Drops Survey
4. Substitute

The substitution of equipment that poses less risk should be
considered, as well as the repositioning or relocation of existing
equipment.

5. Control

To reduce risk to as low as reasonably practicable, we should
consider control measures - those that are already in place and
those that could be introduced.

6. Monitor / Audit

The control and prevention system must be subject to
continuous review. Improved procedures should be put in
place and improved technologies should be reviewed and
introduced.
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Reporting and Investigation
Another important control measure is
reporting and investigation.
There is a general feeling that dropped
object events are under-reported which can
lead to complacency about the risk.
Therefore, it is important that all incidents
are reported, even if nobody is struck by an
object, so the event can be investigated and
lessons learned. This information is useful
for trend analysis and in calculating sizes of
exclusion zones and drop zones.
Trend Analysis
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Structural Feasibility
A structural feasibility procedure is recommended, to
ensure that installation proposals are reviewed by a
competent structural engineer. This ensures all
designs are both ‘ﬁt for purpose’ and safe.

Approved Drawing

This prevents new installations from becoming a
dropped object risk - as long as the installation is
carried out in accordance with the ‘approved’ design.
Persons on site supervising the installation are responsible for ensuring that work is carried out in accordance with the approved design, and that workmanship is to an acceptable standard to minimise the
dropped object risk.

What the contractor installed
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Structural Feasibility
This example below shows an installation that was not
carried out to the approved design.
The approved drawing shows an antenna support
made up of substantive, angle steelwork. The photograph below shows what was installed.

Approved Drawing

If this had not been identiﬁed and put right, the antenna pole would have quickly become a dropped
object risk.

What the contractor installed
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Inspections and Planned Preventive Maintenance
It is important that all parties who use
space on masts and towers, have their
own robust inspection and maintenance
regimes in place to prevent dropped objects.
Regular inspections should be planned
and carried out with any issues reported
immediately to the relevant
parties responsible.
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Hazard hunts and post work inspection
As well as formal inspections, other searches
and checks should also be carried out.
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Hazard hunts
Hazard hunts and observations should be
undertaken by anybody climbing structures and
people at ground level, particularly those
working on technical sites.
These offer great opportunities to further de-risk
sites from dropped object perspective.
Removal of any objects should be reported and
structure owners should be informed of any
larger objects that are in a poor state of repair.
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Post Work / Final Check
Those undertaking work at height must ensure
that a post work ﬁnal check undertaken.
The check must ensure all connections are
tightened and waste or detritus is removed
from height.
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Permit to Work
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Before a permit to work can be issued, all
parties accessing sites must complete a risk
assessment backed up by method statement.
Permit to work systems are key to avoiding
multiple parties working on site, which would
introduce signiﬁcant risks, including risk
associated with dropped objects.
A dynamic risk assessment should be carried
out by all persons accessing sites to ensure that
they and others are suitably protected against
potential dropped objects.
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Competent Persons
Only persons that have been deemed
competent and have been authorized, should be
allowed to carry out lifting operations on masts and
towers.
A ‘Designated Person’ must be appointed for work
on masts and towers.
This person must carry out a risk assessment to determine the controls necessary to protect against
dropped objects.

Designated Person
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Lifting Operations
Objects must be reliably secured against failure during lifting operations.
A lifting plan must be in place and take into account the following:
- Weight of objects to be lifted
- How the objects to be used will be secured against being dropped.
- The equipment and accessories that will be used in the operation.
- The safe working load of the lifting equipment and accessories
- The requirement for secondary retention is considered where it may
be necessary.
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Dual Working
More than one organisation undertaking construction work on the same site, at the same
time, can signiﬁcantly increase the level of risk, if uncontrolled.
This scenario is known as dual working.
Dual Working procedures may stipulate additional controls that are required to minimise
the risk.
The procedure must be applied when:
- Two or more organisations want to work on the same structure at the same time.
- Where one or more organisations are present at ground level, at the same time as
another organisation is working on the structure.
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Additional Controls
Examples of additional controls required may
include:
Measures to promote coordination and
communication between the two organisations.
The appointment of a Principal Contractor on
site to effectively manage the site.
The organisation producing the highest levels
of risk on site should take on this role.
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Additional Control of Tools and Equipment
The ﬁnal preventative control we are going to look at is
control of tools and equipment at height. This control is
centred around minimising the number of objects at height
and ensuring that the safest tools are procured.
The best control is to reduce the number of tools taken to
height to those that are critical to the task.
Shadow boards are useful for tracking the whereabouts of
tools.
Dropped object protection should also be considered at
the tool procurement stage.
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Video 6 - Mitigating Controls
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Control of Tools and Equipment
The ﬁrst mitigating control is tool tethering.
It is mandatory for hand-tools (and other objects
handled aloft) to be tethered at all times.
The ’designated person’ must be consulted if risk
assessment demonstrates that tethering introduces
additional risk.
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Control of Tools and Equipment
All climbers should be issued with a dedicated tool-tethering kit.
Tool tethering systems are typically made up of three components

Anchor point
The Tool
Tether
Tool lanyards

Each component must have a certiﬁed load rating to ensure they’re suitable.
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Netting
If objects cannot be prevented from falling
and there is a risk to people or property,
netting may be required.
Netting is not appropriate in all cases
because installing the netting can introduce
a risk which is greater than doing
the work without.
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Exclusion Zones
Where preventive measures and other mitigating measures do
not eliminate the possibility of dropped objects falling to
ground level, access to areas around the base of the structure
must be strictly controlled.
The exclusion zone is the area closest to the structure where it
isdetermined most heavy dropped objects will land.
The drop zone is an area outside the exclusion zone where
dropped objects could foreseeably land under certain
conditions.
There are four frequently asked questions relating to Exclusion
and Drop Zones.

Exclusion zone
Drop zone
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Who is responsible for them?
The ‘designated person’ is responsible for ensuring that
a risk assessment is in place which speciﬁcally covers the
establishment of an exclusion zone and drop zone.
Where zones of an appropriate size cannot be
established or demarcated, it is the responsibility of the
designated person to determine what is appropriate.

Designated Person
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Cone of Exposure

How are they determined?
Height

The guidance, which suggests necessary
exclusion and drop zone sizes, has been
developed using cone of exposure
information and data from reports.

73

Distance
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How are they determined?
The table displayed should be used for guidance only. Larger zones may have to be
established dependent on the risk proﬁle of the work.
Type of Structure

Size of Structure

Size of Exclusion Zone

Size of Drop Zone

Stayed Mast

40m - 335m

20m radius from the
centre of the structure

50m radius from the
centre of the structure

Self Supporting Tower

40m - 700m

Area within plan of tower
plus 10m from each face

Area within plan of tower
plus 50m from each face

Any Structure Type

70m > 40m

10m radius from the
centre of the structure

70m radius from the
centre of the structure

Any Structure Type

0m - >20m

5m radius from the centre
of the structure

10m radius from the
centre of the structure
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How
Can you
are work
they determined?
indoors within the zones?
Persons must not be allowed to access buildings within the
exclusion zone when work on the structure is taking place.
Even concrete roofs can be penetrated by relatively light
objects from relatively low heights.
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How
Can you
are work
they determined?
indoors within the zones?
Where access is necessary, for example for antenna
switching purposes, the engineer and the designated
person must carry out a risk assessment.
An example of this might be to only work in the zone when
all objects aloft are conﬁrmed as secured and work at height
is ceased.

Risk
Ass
ess
me
nt

For longer duration works within the exclusion zone, dual
working procedures must be developed to ensure the risk is
suitably controlled.
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How
What
Can you
are
if the
work
they
zone
determined?
indoors
extends
within
intothe
other
zones?
people’s property?
The dropped object exclusion and drop zones may
be within publicly accessible land, public highways
or private buildings or gardens.
Where this is the case, hazard information should
be communicated to the relevant people. Liaison
with landlords may be necessary to control the risk.
Work may have to be programmed to take place at
a time when people will not be accessing the
exclusion and drop zones, or when property and
assets can be moved or suitably protected.
If it is necessary to close off public highways it is
likely that several weeks, or even months’ notice,
will need to be given to local authorities.
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PPE
Personal Protective Equipment is a
mitigating control the bottom of the control
measure hierarchy.
It can provide an element of protection, but
is very limited due to the massive forces that
can be generated.
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